Towers Powered
By Precision
It takes more than steel to build and
deliver high-quality wind towers.
Look more closely at Korindo Wind
towers, and you’ll see exacting precision
goes into every phase of production,
delivery and service. The strength and
dependability of our towers is deeply
rooted in ISO 9001:2000 certification,
maximum efficiency, Precision LogisticsSM,
absolute responsiveness, the financial
backing of our parent company and longterm partnership you can count on.

There is power in precision.
Start your project with the
precision of Korindo Wind.

KorindoWind.com
(213) 365-5500
info@korindowind.com

Kousa International
Exclusive Agent for Korindo Wind
3600 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1404
Los Angeles, CA 90010

Precision Towers:

Powered By
Experience
It takes more than steel to build and deliver precision
wind towers. The power of Korindo Wind towers also
flows from extensive experience.
Our towers are standing strong across the U.S.
landscape and around the world. They are supporting
turbines manufactured by some of the best-known
and highly respected names in the industry, global
companies that appreciate the value of exactitude.
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Financial Strength
It takes more than steel to build and deliver precision
wind towers. The power of Korindo Wind also flows
from the financial strength of our parent company.
Korindo Wind is a division of The Korindo Group,
a strong multinational with decades of heavy
manufacturing and precision logistics experience and
expertise. We bring it all to bear in maximizing value
for our wind energy customers. With Korindo behind
us, we can put together pricing and logistics packages
that other suppliers simply cannot match. We’ll also
be a long-term partner you can count on.
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Efficiency
It takes more than steel to build and deliver
precision wind towers. The power of Korindo
Wind towers also flows from maximum efficiency.
The linear design of our tower manufacturing
facility is the model of efficiency. Raw material
comes in one end and finished sections go out
the other with absolutely no time, effort or
material wasted in between. For you, that means
time and money saved.
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Precision Logistics

SM

It takes more than steel to build and deliver precision wind towers.
The power of Korindo Wind also flows from Precision LogisticsSM.
Our comprehensive logistics solution encompasses every detail
from the moment we take your order until you accept your tower
sections. We do all the legwork to simplify the entire process,
eliminate delays and ensure you get your sections exactly when
and where you need them. And we use the Delivered Duty Paid
method so there is absolutely no risk for you, no matter where in
the world you need towers.
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Quality
It takes more than steel to build and deliver
precision wind towers. The power of Korindo
Wind towers also flows from exacting quality.
We are an ISO 9001:2000 certified
manufacturer, so there is precision in each
bend, weld, inspection and every other point
in the manufacturing process. That’s why
there has never been a quality issue with a
Korindo Wind tower, ever.
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